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ABSTRACT —Cube satellites are small satellites that are used 
for scientific and educational purposes. The electrical power 
system of a Cube-Sat is responsible for supplying sufficient 
electric voltages and currents to the different subsystems 
onboard. The electrical power system of the Cube-Sat consists 
of solar cells, voltage converters, batteries, sensors monitoring 
and protection circuits. It is responsible for receiving power 
from solar cells and storing it in batteries, and to deliver power 
to other subsystems onboard of the satellite and protect the 
Cube-Sat subsystems from over currents connected with the 
device breakdown. In this paper, author is going to discuss 
electrical power system architectures, and compare and 
analyze them, taking ISRASAT1 Cube-Sat as a case study. 
Keywords—Cube-Sat, Solar Cell, Battery,Converter, 
Protection, ISRASAT1 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A Cube-Sat is a type of miniaturized satellite for space 
researchers, which are used as educational and scientific 
platforms and develop a new technology. The name cube 
origins from the fact that a one unit (1U) satellite is shaped as 
a cube measuring 10 cm x10 cm x 10 cm. The Cube-Sat 
standards state that it must not exceed a volume of exactly one 
liter (10 cm3) and weight of no more than 1.33 kg. It is 
launched to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) of hundreds of kilometers 
altitude. 
The smallest standard size is 1U but it can be combined to 
make larger satellites in case bigger payloads are needed. 
Advantages of a Cube-Sat are it is cost-efficient, smaller in 
size, and takes less time to be put into the orbit. Its 
disadvantage is that it contributes to space debris, i.e. its small 
size can cause feature threats to other working satellites. 
In 1999, the Cube-Sat project began as a collaborative effort 
between California Polytechnic University and Stanford 
University. The project aimed to provide a standard for the 
design of nano satellites to increase accessibility to space and 
reduce cost and development time [1]. The subsystems of 
Cube-Sat are divided into the following: 

1. Scientific payload 

2. Communication system (COMM) 
3. Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) 
4. Onboard Computer (OBC) 
5. Electrical Power System (EPS).  

The EPS of a satellite is an individual subsystem that modifies 
the whole task of the cube satellite. 

II. CUBESAT ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
The different equipment onboard the Cube-Sat need to be 
supplied with electric power. Thus, they need a reliable power 
system that is capable of handling the task of providing the 
needed electric power for each subsystem. The Electrical 
Power System (EPS) aims to provide electric power for the 
Cube-Sat, which includes continuous power generation for 
supplying  the satellite, power storage (batteries) for supplying 
the Cube-Sat when the main power generation cannot exist, 
monitoring the power to be distributed and protection of the 
Cube-Sat circuits in case of a fault situation. 

III. EPS ARCHITECTURE 
The electrical power system for a Cube-Sat has several 
architectures that can be followed in order to design the 
system, such as: 

1. Distributed Electrical Power System. 
2. Centralized Electrical Power System. 
3. Direct Energy Transfer (DET). 
4. Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). 

1. Distributed Electrical Power System 
The distributed electrical power system design is very supple 
with a high degree of service. The single distributed power 
system would increase the EPS convenience and allow it to be 
used in more Cube-Sat designs and for several missions, 
without having to redesign of the system once again. The 
power distributed EPS architecture is frequently used in the 
modern spacecraft. It has one single bus voltage coming from 
the solar cells to the main battery. 
This single bus voltage is distributed to the different loads of 
the Cube-Sat. It is left to the load, or load module, to more 
regulate the bus voltage down to many different voltages that 
are required by modern electronic components. Each 
spacecraft subsystem or card has point-of-load converter 
because it is responsible for regulating its own lower level bus 
voltages [2]. 
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 Figure 1Distributed Architecture [2]. 
 

2.  Centralized Electrical Power System 
The most common EPS architecture for Cube-Sat is the 
centralized electrical power system. The central architecture 
disseminates the all or most of the voltage bars used by Cube-
Sat from one central location and the main advantage of 
central architecture is that fewer regulators are required since 
one regulator can provide the same voltage regulator for 
multiple subsystems [2]. 
One disadvantage is that the regulator must be sized to fit all 
of the loads and potential loads that will be connected to it, 
Therefore, the designer must seize the regulator for the worst 
case expected load [2]. This usually means that when the 
worst case load is not connected, the regulator is operating 
down on its efficiency curve, or in other words; it is not 
optimized [2]. 

 
Figure 2 Centralized Architecture [2]. 

 
3.  Direct Energy Transfer (DET) 

The DET architecture connects the load directly to the solar 
array. It has only a solar array regulator interface with no 
switch mode power supply element. This way requires the 
solar array, battery and loads are voltage matched. The main 
drawback of DET system is the solar panel performance is 
only at its maximum when the panels are at their maximum 
temperature and the battery is fully charged. These are usually 
the conditions when the power is not needed anymore. 

4.  Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
The maximum power point tracking exists between the solar 
panels and the battery. This system works on the principle of 
charging the battery and supplying the bus during sunlight, 
while setting the array voltage at the maximum power point. 
Once the battery has reached the end of its charge state, the 
MPPT fixes the bus voltage at the end of charge voltage and 
allows the battery current to naturally taper off to a trickle 
charge level, at the same time backing off the power from the 
arrays. 

Although array power is maximized, there inefficiency 
associated with the MPPT system, and approximately 5-10% 
of the array power will be lost before it reaches the bus. That 
is in fact because the MPPT system is a DC-DC converter. 
The efficiency of this converter is about 90-95% and 
introduces the main inefficiency in the power system [3]. 

IV. DISTRIBUTED VS. CENTRALIZED EPS ARCHITECTURE 
Table 1 Distributed vs. Centralized EPS Architecture    
Value Distributed 

Architecture 
Centralized 
Architecture 

Recommendation 
Continuous 
Power 

Operated to 
permit a 
capability to 
generate all or 
some of its 
power. Its characteristics 
result in high 
electric 
efficiency, 
low 
emissions.     

Operated to 
giving 
continuous 
power. its 
characteristics 
result in low electric 
efficiency, 
high 
emissions. 

Production of 
continuous power, 
more distributed 
need to 
penetration in 
centralized to reduce emission 
and increase 
efficiency. 

Premium 
Power 

It provides 
electric power 
service at a 
high level of 
power quality 
and 
reliability. 

The condition 
of power at 
small 
reliability and 
electric power 
Quality 
cannot be 
certain due to 
inherent 
higher power 
loss. 

Giving premium 
electric power 
would need to be 
distributed 
penetration in the 
centralized to low 
losses and better 
reliability. 

Cost Lowest 
variable cost 
and lowest 
maintenance 
cost. 

Higher 
variable cost 
and higher 
maintenance 
cost. 

On the one hand 
cost, distributed 
architecture is 
preferable. 

Peaking 
Power 

Operated 
between 50-
3000 
Hours/Year to 
decrease 
overall 
electricity 
cost.  

Operated at 
different peak 
powers. 

Combined 
Distributed 
Architecture and 
Centralized 
Architecture.    

Resiliency More flexible 
since it serves 
low power 
demands 
continuously. 

Less flexible 
but serves 
higher power 
demands 
continuously. 

Combined 
Distributed 
Architecture and 
Centralized 
Architecture.    

Sustainabilit
y 

More 
sustainable. 

  Less 
sustainable. 

More of 
Centralized 
Architecture is 
preferable. 

 
V. COMPRESSION FOR EPS CUBESAT DESIGNS 

Table II represents different EPS Cube-Sat designs. Most of 
this Information came from universities or university affiliated 
institutions. It’s clear from Table II that the EPS has many 
parameters upon which the Cube-Sat may be classified. But 
the most important one is the architecture type. Other 
parameters include the rated voltage of the bus used in the 
Cube-Sat and the number of buses [2]. 
Table 2 Cube-Sat in This Compression 
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Name Organization Size Arch Dist/
cent 

Buses Bus 
Voltages 

CUTE-1 Tokyo 
institute 
of 
technolog
y 

1U DET Centr
alize

d 
3 5R, 

3.7B
at, 
3.3R 

XI-IV Universit
y of 
Tokyo 

1U DET Centr
alize

d 
3 5R 

XI-V Universit
y of 
Tokyo 

1U DET Centr
alize

d 
4 5, 

3.8B
at 

QuakeS
at 

Stanford 
university 

3U DET Centr
alize

d 
  

UWE-1 Universit
y of 
Wurzburg
, 
Germany 

1U PPT    

CUTE-
1.7 

Tokyo 
institute 
of 
Technolo
gy 

2U PPT Centr
alize

d 
  

ION Universit
y of 
lllinoise 

2U PPT    

DTUsat Universit
y of 
Denmark 

1U ---- Distri
buted 

1 3.6R 

Sacred    Universit
y of 
Arizona 

1U ---- Centr
alize

d 
2 5R, 

3.3R 
KUTEsa
t    

Universit
y of 
Kansas 

1U ---- Centr
alize

d 
3 5R, 

3.3R,  
12bat 

SEEDS 
1    

Nihon 
Universit
y, Japan 

1U DET ---- 1 5R 

SEEDS 
2    

Nihon 
Universit
y, Japan 

1U DET ----   

CP3   Cal Poly 1U PPT Distri
buted 

6 3R,3
R,3R,
3R,3
R, 
3.7ba
t 

CP4 Cal Poly 1U PPT Distri
buted 

7 3R,3
R,3R,
3R,3
R, 
3.7ba
t 

Delfi-C3   Delft 
Universit
y of 
Technolo
gy, 
Holland 

3U DET Distri
buted 

1 12R 

Hermes    
 

Colorado 
Space 
Grant 
Consortiu
m 

1U DET Distri
buted 

4 7.4R,
7.4R,
5R,3.
3R 

KySat   
 

Consortiu
m of 
Kentucky 

1U PPT Centr
alize

d 
3 12bat

,5R,3
.3R 

Universiti
es 

AtmoCu
be   

Universit
y of 
Trieste, 
Italy 

1U DET Centr
alize

d 
6 3.3R,

5R,6
R,-
6R,-
100,3
.3R 

e-st@r    Politecnic
o di 
Torino, 
Italy 

1U PPT Centr
alize

d 
3 7.4ba

t,5R,
3.3R 
 

Goliat Universit
y of 
Bucharest
, Romania 

1U DET Centr
alize

d 
>1 7.4ba

t, 
other
s 

MEROP
E    

Montana 
State 
Universit
y 

1U PPT Centr
alize

d 
5 5R,-

5R,6
R, 
8R,5
R,5R 

A 
1. Distributed vs. Centralized Architecture 
The number of the Cube-Sat that uses the distributed 
architecture as opposed to the centralized architecture is 
shown inTable 3 below. 
Table 3 Distributed vs. Centralized Architecture 
EPS Architecture Type Quantity 
Centralized 16 
Distributed 5 
2. DET vs. PPT Architecture 
Table 4 below shows the number of the system that uses the 
DET as opposed to PPT. 
Table 4 DET vs. PPT Architecture 
EPS Architecture Type Quantity 
Direct Energy Transfer 10 
Peak Power Tracking 8 
3. Bus Voltages 
Table 5 shows the number of the system that uses the bus 
voltages. The most common number of buses is three. 
Table 5 Bus Voltages 
Number of Buses Quantity 
One bus 3 
Two buses 1 
Three buses 5 
Four buses 2 
Five buses 1 
Six buses 2 
Seven buses 1 
4. Regulated Voltages 
Table 6 shows the number of Cube-Sat that use the scheduled 
regulated voltage. The most common regulated outputs are 5V 
and 3.3V. 
Table 6 Regulated Voltages 
Common regulated bus voltages Quantity 
3 volt 2 
3.3 volt 7 
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3.6 volt 1 
5 volt 10 
-5 volt 1 
6 volt 2 
-6 volt 1 
3 volt 2 
3.3 volt 7 
3.6 volt 1 
5 volt 10 
-5 volt 1 
6 volt 2 
-6 volt 1 

VI. ISRASAT1 PROJECT 
ISRASAT1 is the one of a research projects within Institute of 
Space Research and Aerospace (ISRA) in Sudan. so this 
project aims to design and implement a prototype of a real 
Cube-Sat and it is working in LEO orbit at about 450 km 
above the Earth, and the mission of it to take spatial images of 
the surface of the Earth and it sends a continuous beacon that 
contains data about the Cube-Sat, while was transmitting 
telemetry data sensed by the onboard sensors, such as 
temperature, attitude information, after that stored images are 
sent when it orbits above Khartoum city [4]. 

VII. ISRASAT1 EPS POWER SPECIFICATIONS 
The Power budget is the important factor, which shows the 
power consumed by Cube-Sat subsystems and whether the 
power supplied from the EPS meets that power requirement. If 
the power generated during one orbit is bigger than or equal 
the power consumed during this orbit, then the result is a 
positive power budget. If not, the result is a negative power 
budget, and in this case, the battery will gradually become 
weak until it is empty [4]. 
Table 7 Cube-Sat Power Consumption Specifications[4] 
Subsystem V, V I, mA P, W 
OBC 5 214 1.07 
ADCS 5 245 1.22 
COM 3.3 568 1.87 
Payload 5 100 0.5 
Total power - - 4.66  

VIII. ISRASAT1 EPS DESCRIPTION EPS includes solar cells that collect sunlight and convert it to 
electrical power. A step-up DC-DC converter is a used to raise 
the input voltage from low to high voltage. Battery stores 
power and supplies Cube-Sat subsystems, while EPS is 
monitoring its function by measuring voltage, current, the 
capacity of current and temperature.  
Step-down DC-DC converter causes a voltage drop from high 
voltage to a suitable voltage (typically 3.3V and 5V), 
depending on each subsystem requirements. Protection is 
applied to protect subsystems from over currents and surges. 
A microcontroller is used to determine the maximum power 
point (MPP) from solar cell panel using data from voltage and 
current sensors [4]. 

1. Solar panel 
The photovoltaic (PV) cells selected for the Cube-Sat mission 
is the high-efficiency triple junction (GaAs) solar cells from 
Azur Space. Their parameters are listed in the Table 8. 
 

NO.  Name                  Parameters/ Values 
1 Open circuit Voltage (Voc)  2669 m v 
2 Short circuit current (I sc) 525 m A 
3 Voltage at maximum power 

(V mpp) 
2379 mV 

4 Current at maximum power 
(V mpp) 

505 m A 
5 Temperature coefficient (T 

Cv) 
-6.0 m V/◦C 

6 Temperature coefficient (T 
Ci) 

0.32 m A/◦C 
7 Characteristic Constant (b)  0.0333 
The panel contains a Sun sensor and a temperature sensor. It 
has an efficiency of 28% and generates power evaluated by 
2.3 W and potential evaluated by 5 V for one side. The 
number of panels used is five panels, four panels on the sides 
and one on top. Each panel consists of two cells and the 
dimension for each cell is 80x40 mm. For each side, the two 
cells are connected in series and in parallel with the other 
panels as shown in Figure 3below [4]. 

 Figure 3Solar Panels for the Five Sides 
2. MPPT For ISRASAT1 

There are several MPPT techniques such as Constant voltage 
control, Perturb & Observe, Incremental Conductance, Fuzzy 
Logic and Neural Network. Constant voltage control is a 
simple method and it has been implemented for traffic light 
application [8]. Perturb & Observe methods or also well 
known as Perturbation Methods is widely used since the 
implementation is simple. One drawback of this method is its 
disturbance increases along with the power and after the 
power of PV reaches the peak, the power will decrease and the 
disturbance becomes bigger [7]. 
Another drawback of its method is it introduce an oscillation 
on maximum power point area and not suitable to implement 
an environment which suffers from rapid changes of 
temperature and irradiant [14]. Other alternatives of MPPT 
methods are Fuzzy Control and Neural Network [10][11][15]. 
Fuzzy control has been used to control Boost converter in an 
electric car which is powered by solar energy [10]. Fuzzy 
control and Neural Network deteriorate from the complexity 
of fuzzy rules design process and also depend on learning 
process [10][11][15]. 
Among those methods, Incremental Conductance (IC) offers a 
better performance, faster tracking time and has no oscillation 
[9][12][13] [14]. Incremental conductance algorithm is applied 
in ISRASAT1. 
2.1 Incremental Conductance Algorithm 
Incremental conductance was designed based on an 
observation of P-V characteristic curve. This algorithm was 
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developed in 1993 and was intended to overcome some 
drawbacks of the P&O algorithm. IC tries to improve the 
tracking time and to produce more energy on a vast irradiation 
changes environment [7]. 
The relation between (dI/dV) and (–I/V) are used to calculate 
the MPPT. If (dP/dV) is negative, then MPPT lies on the right 
side of the recent position, and if the MPPT is positive, the 
MPPT is on the left side [15]. The equation of IC method is 

0, p IV                   1  
 V 1 0         (2) 

Thus 
3  

Where, (I/V) is the conductance ratio [17]. 
The instantaneous conductance (I/V) is calculated and 
compared to the incremental conductance (dI/dV). According 
to the result, it decides to increase, decrease or maintain the 
current voltage. 

Figure 4 Flowchart of INC 
3. The DC-DC Converter 

The converter is electronic circuit capable of changing a 
voltage level into another, lower or higher, to provide stable 
voltage to the bus supplying the various subsystems. 
3.1 Step Up Converter 
The input of the maximum power point tracking converter 
(MPPTC) consists of solar arrays. Each array is composed of a 
number of solar cells connected in serial-parallel 
configuration. The output from the MPPTC is connected to the 
intermediate power bus. The purpose of the converter is to 
draw the maximum current from the solar array and step up 
the voltage. 
There are many types of converters that are capable of 
accomplishing this mission, but the Boost converter and the 
Buck-Boost converter are usually used. In ISRASAT1, boost 
converter is used to increases the voltage output from the solar 
cell of 5 V up to 12 V that is used to charge the battery. 
3.2 Step Down Converter 

Step down converter is an IC that works to decrease the input 
voltage from high to low [4]. 

4. Battery Charger Battery charger gives us constant current and constant voltage 
and it has four output voltage alternative 4.2 V, 8.4V,12.6V 
and 16.8 V the ADP3810 has internal IC thin film does on 
trim output voltage to supply the battery. it is placed between 
step up converter and battery whereas input voltage 12 V from 
the step-up converter and the output voltage from battery 
charger 8.4 V and it suitable voltage to batteries[16]. 

5. Batteries Battery work to store energy from the solar cell during eclipse 
working to supply subsystem by power. In this, we used 
battery lithium ion and need four batteries in this mission. two 
batteries connect series and each pair connects parallel. Every 
battery can supply current by 1000 m A and the resultant 2000 
m A where the potential for each 3.7 V and sum of potential 
7.4V this specification for batteries [4]. 

6. Over-Current Protection The Over current is present when bigger electric current exists 
through a load higher than what it can endure. That causes 
excessive generation of heat, which leads to damage to the 
load or to the risk of fire. Short circuits and excessive load can 
cause over-current to protect subsystems from over-current 
[4]. 

7. Priority Control The electrical power system (EPS) will reset off the Cube-Sat 
every few days so as to discharge an accumulated charges and 
power switch may be placed directly after the battery. It will 
logically turn on and off. After the time specified ends, the 
switch is turned off for few seconds and then switched back 
on. [4] 

IX. CONCLUSION 
The EPS is responsible for receiving power from solar cells 
and storing it in batteries, and to deliver power to other 
subsystems onboard of the Cube-Sat. In this paper the four 
methods or EPS architectures have been discussed. 
The comparison between centralized and distributed 
architectures has been presented. As a result, the distributed 
architecture was found to be more suitable for cubes satellite. 
ISRASAT1 cube satellite applies distributed EPS architecture 
that uses MPPT. The overall result shows that EPS was 
capable to supply ISRASAT1 subsystems with the required 
power without noticeable errors. 
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